Access from Anywhere

Summary
Information Resources & Technology provides several services that allow students, faculty and staff to securely connect to Rowan from anywhere, enabling members of the University community to access University resources while off campus.

From here you can learn how to securely access your email, home directory (H drive), openarea (O drive) and RowanCloud (Citrix) applications.

- Change your password
- Outlook WebAccess
- Gmail for Students
- Banner Self Service
- Blackboard Login
- Access From Anywhere

Rowan's VPN
Connect to the Rowan VPN

The Cisco AnyConnect Secure Mobility client is a web-based VPN client that does not require user configuration. VPN, also called IP tunneling, is a secure method of accessing Rowan computer resources.

The Cisco VPN is required to access Exchange email using Outlook 2007/2010 (Outlook 2013 does not require the VPN) and files on your home directory or openarea.

Home Directory & Openarea

- Accessing Your Home Directory
- Accessing the openarea
- Personal web space

RowanCloud | Citrix

- RowanCloud home page
- Get the best experience with RowanCloud and Citrix

ExpanDrive
You can also now use ExpanDrive, a pre-configured application that mounts your H drive and O drive.